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The role of electric current in the formation of
white-etching-cracks
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Eisenforschung GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany

ABSTRACT
Material failure by white-etching-cracks (WECs) can cause
enormous economic costs. The formation of WECs emerges
from the decomposition of the original, usually cementite-
containing, microstructure. As small amounts of electric
current can trigger this failure mechanism, we investigate
the contribution of electric current to cementite
decomposition. We applied ∼700 A/cm2 for two weeks at
60°C to a pearlitic Fe-0.74C (wt%) specimen. The
comparison of the microstructure before and after showed
no differences. Theoretical considerations support the
conclusion that at this low temperature such electric
current densities cannot directly cause cementite
decomposition. Electric current could play an indirect role
in the formation of WECs, however, by generating hydrogen
from the lubricant which is known to accelerate WECs
formation.
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Introduction

White-etching-cracks (WECs) are a failure phenomenon occurring in high
carbon steels subjected to intense mechanical loads. In direct vicinity to
WECs, pronounced microstructural changes are observed. The original micro-
structure decomposes and transforms into nanocrystalline ferrite. These
regions are called white-etching-areas (WEAs) according to their bright appear-
ance after etching in the light microscope. The coupling of WECs/WEAs is pri-
marily reported to occur in bearings and rails but also concerns many further
widespread engineering applications such as washing machines, transmissions,
dryers and many more [1,2]. Material failure by WECs is thus a ubiquitous
phenomenon causing enormous economic costs world-wide. The formation of
WECs and concurrent WEAs is affected by complex interactions between
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multiple parameters, such as (but not limited to) deformation, temperature, elec-
tric current, lubrication conditions, and material types. As a result, depending on
the operation conditions and/or types of steels, WECs can be generated in
different ways. For example, in the case of rails, due to elevated temperature
and higher lateral shear forces, WEAs (in this field usually called white-
etching-layers, WELs) form on the surface before crack initiation occurs in
theWELs or at the interface to the base material [3]. WEAs can also be generated
by cyclic heating alone [4], or by adiabatic heating due to ballistic impact [5].
Although the formation conditions might be very different, all WEAs/WELs
have in common that the original microstructure consisting of martensite (or
ferrite) and cementite decomposes and transforms into ferritic grains encom-
passed by carbon grain boundary segregation [6]. Here, we focus on the occur-
rence of this failure phenomenon in bearings where mainly the steel 100Cr6
consisting of martensite and cementite is employed. Although the formation
mechanism of WECs/WEAs in 100Cr6 is still debated, a recent study showed
that WEAs could form by intense mechanical mixing within a few nm around
the moving WECs [7]. The mechanical decomposition of the ∼1 μm sized
spherical cementite precipitates in 100Cr6 with a nanohardness of 15.1 GPa
[8] is the hardest obstacle that needs to be overcome in this process. These indi-
cate that, to form WEAs, it is necessary to decompose large spherical cementite
precipitates. Then, the carbon released from the decomposed cementite segre-
gates to the ferrite grain boundaries what stabilized the nanocrystalline grain
size [9]. Thus, cementite decomposition and the release of its carbon content
into the matrix plays a crucial role for the formation of WECs/WEAs.

Electric current is reported to trigger early WEC-induced failure of bearings
in laboratory experiments [6,10]. The flow of electric current cannot be com-
pletely avoided in bearings for electrical applications [11]. The non-conductive
lubricant between bearing balls and bearings acts as a dielectric material, and
friction between the thereby electrically insulated bearing parts or insufficiently
insulated electric parts in the surrounding may lead to electrostatic surface
charging. Once the electric field exceeds the disruptive strength of the lubri-
cant, electrical discharges occur and electric current flows across the non-con-
ductive lubricant film through the bearing [6,10]. It is well-known that the flow
of electric current through a material can affect its microstructure and proper-
ties. This can occur in multiple ways. Firstly, electric current can influence the
thermodynamic equilibrium of a material system. The passage of current flow
provides extra free energy to the system, promoting the structure towards a
state with overall lower electrical resistance to minimise the overall system
free energy [12]. Following a similar principle, passing high electric current
pulsing (ECP) on drawn pearlitic wire is able to compensate the increment
of interfacial energy and achieve microstructure refinement [13], improving
the deformability. Secondly, electric current increases a material’s temperature
due to the friction of the moving electrons (electric Joule heating). Cracks
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within medium carbon steels can be partly healed under ECP due to this effect
[14]. Thirdly, electrons moving through a material exert a momentum transfer
onto the atoms they collide with (electric wind force). This causes directional
diffusion of atoms, so-called electromigration, and can potentially affect the
movement of dislocation [15]. For high current densities at elevated tempera-
tures, this phenomenon has been shown to be able to alter the carbon distri-
bution in both austenite [16] and ferrite [17]. Furthermore, flash marks on
the surface of bearings can be created by infrequent high-current-induced
arcing [18,19].

However, all the electric effects described above have been reported only at
current densities above 2,000 A/cm2, or at temperatures above 500°C. In stan-
dard bearings, temperatures remain below 100°C and regulations instruct that
current densities be kept below 10 A/cm2 [20,21] or 9 A/cm2 [22] as flash
marks are created at current densities down to 70 A/cm2 [23]. Yet as shown
in Loos’ experiments [6], WECs were triggered at a current density of 5 ×
10−3 A/cm2, well below this threshold. It must therefore be assumed that electric
stray currents occurring in service might be a crucial ingredient for the for-
mation of this failure mechanism in practice.

Nonetheless, the underlying mechanism how electric currents provoke WECs
is still unknown. As mentioned, the largest obstacle of generating WECs/WEAs
in 100Cr6 is the decomposition of cementite. Since electric current triggers
WECs formation, it must help overcome this obstacle, i.e. it must induce cemen-
tite decomposition. This can either be a direct effect caused by the motion of
electrons through the material or by indirect effects such as by the generation
of hydrogen from the lubricant which then promotes the microstructure
decomposition required for WECs formation. The latter is a plausible scenario,
as hydrogen is known to trigger WEC formation in bearings [2] and as it can be
generated from the lubricant employed in bearings by electric discharge events
[24]. Therefore, it must be clarified if electric current triggers the formation of
WECs directly via the decomposition of carbides, or indirectly via other inter-
actions, such as the generation of hydrogen from the lubricant.

The experiments Loos et al. [6] performed, were conducted on the complex
microstructure of a technical alloy, involving rolling contact deformation, elec-
tric current and lubrication. This complexity makes it difficult to understand the
contribution of the individual parameters to the failure phenomenon. To better
understand the influence of electric current itself, we simplify the system and
investigate only in how far low-density electric currents applied for an extended
period can lead to the decomposition of cementite in a binary Fe-C pearlitic steel
at a fixed operating temperature and excluding all other factors such as defor-
mation and lubricant. We use a custom-designed experimental set-up to apply
a controlled current density at constant temperature and compare the micro-
structure before and after by electron channelling contrast imaging (ECCI).
Further, we use theoretical considerations and simulations to discuss the
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possible role of electric current for the decomposition of carbides in undeformed
and deformed pearlite.

Experimental methods

To emphasise the effect of electric current on carbide decomposition, we choose
a hypoeutectoid binary pearlitic steel with the composition of Fe-0.74C (wt.%).
The steel was cast into a rectangular crucible mould, hot-rolled to 90% thickness
reduction at 1150°C, and air-cooled to room temperature. It was homogenised at
1000°C for 4 h in argon atmosphere, followed by rapid-cooling to 575°C by a
direct contact to a Cu-plate in a preheated furnace. Here, it was held for
5 min where pearlite formation occurred and then quenched in oil. This treat-
ment leads to a microstructure consisting of fine cementite lamellae which is
especially prone to decomposition.

To investigate the influence of electric current on the decomposition of cemen-
tite, a simple direct current circuit was established as shown in Figure 1. An elec-
trical resistance was employed to better control the current density. Initially, a
current density of 672 A/cm² was applied along the length axis of a sample
with a geometry of 9 mm× 1 mm× 0.5 mm in a temperature-controlled room
at 23°C. The electric resistivity heating led to a sample temperature of 60 ± 0.5°
C, measured using a PT-100 resistance thermometer. Contact point oxidation
led to a continuous increase of the system’s resistivity during the two-week long
experiment. To compensate for this effect and thus to maintain the temperature
at exactly 60°C, the current density was gradually increased to 773 A/cm². The
test conditions are listed in Table 1. In order to clarify the role of electric
current, rather than directly taking the parameters from Loos’ experiments [6],
significantly more severe test conditions were applied. Higher current density
(∼700 A/cm²) and longer exposure time (336 h) were used. However, no mechan-
ical load was applied in the case investigated here.

Figure 1. Circuit diagram of the experimental setup.
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Microstructure characterisation was carried out on the sample before and
after the electric current experiment. To retrieve the same position before and
after the experiment, a 15 μm × 15 μm micro indention mark was made on
the surface. ECCI was conducted in a Zeiss Merlin field emission gun-scanning
electron microscope (FEG-SEM) with a voltage of 30 kV and a working distance
of 7.5 mm.

Results

As mentioned, the main focus of this study is to isolate the effects of electric
current from a complex interaction of different parameters (e.g. deformation,
lubricant, and microstructure). To better understand the influence of electric
current itself, we chose to simplify the experimental conditions as far as possible.
Therefore, we only employ continuous electric current on a binary pearlitic steel,
and thereby exclude the effects of electric current itself on the formation of
WEAs/WECs.

Figures 2 and 3 show ECCI micrographs of the microstructure before and
after exposure to electric current. In both cases, the current was applied for
two weeks with a current density of 672–773 A/cm². In the case of Figure 2
the cementite lamellae are oriented in the direction of the current flow, in
Figure 3 the lamellae are oriented 45° with respect to the current flow.
Between the exposure to electric current and the second ECCI measurement
the specimen had to be slightly polished to remove the surface oxide layer.
Thus, the ECCI micrographs before and after do not show exactly the same
location. Nevertheless, the imaging locations are close enough together to
allow good comparison.

Before the current passage (Figure 2), the cementite lamellae show up as
elongated features in bright grey. The surrounding ferrite appears either
bright or dark. The pronounced intensity variations in ferrite are due to the
strong dependence of the ECCI contrast on grain orientations of about 0.3°
[25,26]. Small misorientations or slight distortions in the crystal lattice strongly
influence the contrast. Pearlitic ferrite is known to contain orientation gradients,
also within individual colonies [27], and this causes alternating dark and bright
ferrite blocks in the ECCI micrographs (Figure 2). The bright lines visible in
ferrite represent dislocations. The high orientation sensitivity of the image con-
trast in ECCI means that the contrast in the micrographs before and after
exposure to electric current can appear significantly different. In practice, it is
difficult to place the sample with an angular accuracy below 0.3°. As a result,

Table 1. Test conditions in this work and in Loos’ [6] work for comparison.
Material Current density Time Temperature Geometry of carbide Load

Fe-0.74C 672–773 A/cm² 336 h 60°C lamellae (∼50 nm) –
100Cr6 [6] ∼5 × 10−3 A/cm² 200 h 100°C round (∼1 μm) 1900–2400 N/mm²
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slight contrast changes cannot be entirely avoided. However, viewing a specimen
from slightly different orientations by ECCI affects here only the contrast of the
cementite, ferrite and lattice defects. The morphology of the cementite lamellae
is hardly affected by small tilting angles and thereby a comparison of the mor-
phology before and after is possible.

Current densities will distribute inhomogeneously in ferrite and cementite. At
room temperature, the electrical resistivity of pure cementite is ∼6.7 × 10−5

Ω·cm [28,29]. This is about 4 times higher than the one of pure ferrite which
is ∼1.5 × 10−5 Ω·cm [28–30]. Once electric current runs through a pearlitic
microstructure, the current density in ferrite will thus be higher than in cemen-
tite. The highest local current density levels are present in areas where electrons
travelling through ferrite meet the edge of a cementite lamella and are forced to
diverge to pass it. This leads to a local temperature increase at these locations
which may also result in local thermal stresses. According to simulations [31],
the associated thermal expansion can be high enough to cause local decompo-
sition of cementite. However, a rather high current density of 1×106 A/cm2

Figure 2. ECCI micrographs of cementite lamellae before and after exposure to electric current.
Case: Alignment of lamellae parallel to the macroscopic current flow direction. Low-resolution
images before (a) and after (b) exposure to electric current. The yellow squares labelled 1,2,3
mark subregions that are shown at higher magnifications in (c). Note that the images before
and after do not show exactly the same location as the specimen was polished in between.
The strong contrast changes in the ferritic matrix before and after is due to the high orientation
sensitivity of ECCI, not to influences by electric current. No signs of cementite decomposition by
electric current such as thinning or rounding of edges are observed.
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with an impulse time of 100 μs must be applied [31] to trigger this effect, and
thereby this scenario can be excluded in the current case.

Nevertheless, the faces of cementite lamellae are the regions exposed to the
highest local current densities. If electric current is able to decompose cementite
under the given conditions this effect should be most pronounced and most
clearly visible at these locations. Such locations are marked in the Figure 2 by
white arrows. Here, a cementite lamella starts in the ferrite and the electrons
coming from the left will bifurcate to bypass it, thereby creating a zone of
locally increased current density directly next to the precipitate. After exposure
to electric current (Figure 2), however, the overall pearlitic microstructure shows
no substantial changes. Figure 2 shows magnifications of subregions from Figure
2(b). No clues for cementite decomposition, such as thinning of cementite or
rounding of edges, were found.

Figure 3 shows ECCI micrographs of a region where the cementite lamellae
were inclined 45° with respect to the macroscopic current flow direction
before (Figure 3) and after (Figure 3) exposure to the same electric conditions

Figure 3. ECCI micrographs of cementite lamellae before and after exposure to electric current.
Case: Alignment of lamellae at 45° with respect to the macroscopic current flow direction. (a)
Low-resolution and (b) high resolution image before exposure to electric current. (c) Low-resol-
ution and (d) high resolution image after exposure to electric current. Note that the images
before and after do not show exactly the same location as the specimen was polished in
between. The strong contrast changes in the ferritic matrix before and after is due to the
high orientation sensitivity of ECCI, not to influences by electric current. No signs of cementite
decomposition by electric current such as thinning or rounding of edges are observed.
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as before. As before, the microstructure shows no current-related changes: the
geometry of lamellae remains sharply straight and neither thickness reduction
nor fragmentation of cementite lamellae is observable.

Discussion

Role of electric current in case of undeformed pearlite

Electric current is known to trigger failure byWECs [6]. The formation of WECs
involves the decomposition of the original microstructure consisting of marten-
site and cementite and its transformation into ferritic grains encompassed by
carbon grain boundary segregation [9]. In this process, the decomposition of
cementite is the most difficult part, due to the high hardness of this phase and
because the emission of the carbon content of cementite into martensite or
ferrite is an energetically unfavoured act [8]. This raises the question to what
extent electric current causes or aids the decomposition of cementite. As
shown in Table 1, in Loos’ experiments, a current density of ∼5 × 10−3 A/cm²
was applied for 200 h at 100°C in 100Cr6 steel. To be able to see a clear effect
of electric current on cementite decomposition, significantly more severe con-
ditions were applied in this work. The current density we used here was 5
orders of magnitude higher, the exposure time to electric current was almost
70% longer, while the temperature was similar. Further, the composition of
cementite investigated in this study was particularly selected to be less stable
and hence easier to be decomposed than the cementite present in the 100Cr6
steel investigated by Loos et al. Cementite is a metastable phase and Cr and
Mn are able to reduce its formation enthalpy [32]. In 100Cr6, the typical Cr-
rich cementite contains about 12 at. % Cr, which reduces cementite formation
energy by ∼5 × 10−3 eV/atom [33]. As a result, the thermodynamic stability of
the binary Fe-C cementite used for this work is thus lower than the one of the
Cr-rich cementite in 100Cr6. Furthermore, the size and shape of cementite in
our sample was adjusted for easier decomposition. The ∼50 nm thick lamella
used here have a much higher surface to volume ratio than the ∼1 μm round
cementite in 100Cr6 and should thus be more prone to decomposition.
Further, the tip of cementite lamellae has a curvature radius of ∼20 nm which
enhances the decomposition due to the Gibbs-Thompson effect [34–36]. All
of the conditions mentioned above should make the system investigated here
more prone to decomposition than the 100Cr6 in the experiments of Loos.
Thus, if no obvious cementite decomposition is observed in our experiments,
it can be excluded that electric current alone, without the additional presence
of plastic deformation, can decompose cementite particles in 100Cr6.

In order to further validate these experimental results, we consider the ener-
getics of the decomposition process of cementite by electric current. For this, we
consider the entire cementite decomposition process as the transportation of
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carbon from cementite to ferrite through the interface. For this process to occur,
a carbon atom has to run through different locations and energy states: First, it
must leave its stable position in the first atomic layer of cementite to occupy an
interstitial lattice site in cementite. Next, it must pass the cementite / ferrite
interface. Finally, it must relocate to an octahedral site in ferrite. This overall
process involves an energy barrier. For cementite decomposition to take place,
the carbon atoms must acquire an energy larger than this energy barrier. This
barrier was calculated using the standard nudged-elastic band technique
which was originally developed for the evaluation of diffusion barriers. The ener-
getics of the system were assessed using the environmental tight-binding
approach of McEniry et al. [37,38]. For the calculation it was assumed that
cementite and ferrite have a Bagaryatski orientation relationship, and that
cementite has the stoichiometric carbon content of 25 at.%. According to
these calculations, the activation barrier required to move a carbon atom from
the outermost layer of cementite across the cementite-ferrite interface into the
first atomic layer of ferrite is 2.17 eV. Much of this large activation energy is
related to the very low solubility of carbon in ferrite.

Next, we will discuss if and how electric current could help to overcome this
energy barrier. As mentioned in the previous section, the applied current has two
main effects that could potentially influence the carbon migration behaviour:
electric Joule heating and electromigration. Joule heating results from inelastic
energy transfer between the moving electrons and vibrating atoms. In our
case, we applied a current density of ∼700 A/cm2 through the sample and care-
fully regulated the overall temperature to maintain 60°C (333 K) by slightly
increasing the current density throughout the two weeks of experiment. For a
given Energy barrier Ebarrier = 2.13 eV, the carbon hopping frequency v at the
temperature T = 333 K can be estimated by

v = v0 exp(− Ebarrier
kT

), (1)

where v0 is the attempt frequency and k is the Boltzmann constant. By taking
v0 = 1.2× 1013 s−1 [39], we obtain v = 6.94× 10−20 s−1. Clearly, at the
average specimen temperature of 333 K, it is almost impossible for carbon to
jump from cementite to ferrite. However, local Joule heating will lead to local
temperature increase around cementite. From Ref. [31], the authors estimated
that the maximum local temperature increment of current flowing is approxi-
mately 60 K immediately after a 100-μs-long current impulse with a current
density of 1×106 A/cm2 through a spherical cementite in ferrite. The current
density used for these simulations is three orders of magnitudes higher than
in our case. Thus, local peak temperatures in our case will be certainly below
60 K and this justifies using 60 K as upper bound for the local temperature
increment.
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At an average sample temperature of 60°C and assuming a local temperature
increment of 60°C at locations with the highest current density, local peak tempera-
tures would reach 120°C. This would result in a hopping frequency for carbon of
5.8× 10−15s−1. Even at this hopping frequency it would take 5.5 million years
for a single carbon atom to leave cementite. A typical cementite lamella has a
dimension of 50 nm×1mm× 1mm, a cementite unit cell has a size of
0.50 nm× 0.67 nm× 0.45 nm and contains 4 carbon atoms and thus each cemen-
tite lamella contains about 1.3× 109 C atoms. These numbers make clear that at the
applied current density, despite assuming the highest possible local temperatures,
the effect of Joule heating is far too low to trigger carbide decomposition.

A second possibility how electric current could aid the decomposition of
cementite is electromigration. The electromigration force exerted on a single
carbon atom is given by:

Felectromigration = Z∗erj, (2)

Where e is the elementary charge, ρ is the resistivity, j is the current density, and
Z* refers to the effective charge number. Using a semi-classical ballistic model of
scattering [40] and experimental parameters, Hideo derived an approximate
equation [17]:

Z∗ = 3110
Drd
r

, (3)

where Drd is the resistivity increment in the alloy due to the existence of carbon
and r is the alloy resistivity. Due to the correlation between Drd and r and temp-
erature, Z* is a temperature-dependent parameter. FromHideo’s work [17], Z* is
12.2 at 550°C in ferrite, and it reduces to 4.4 at 700°C. Z* is unknown out of the
range of 550–700°C, so we extrapolate it to be 38 at 60°C by assuming a linear
dependence of Z∗ on temperature. With the resistivity of cementite
r = 6.7× 10−7V ·m and �j = 0.07A·m−1 this results in an electromigration
force for C in cementite of 1.77× 10−6 eV·Å−1. To assess in how far this
force might play a role for the movement of carbon in cementite, we compare
it to the atomic vibration forces of pure carbon in the form of diamond. At
a typical atomic vibration amplitude ∼10−11 m [41] and a force constant
60.9 N·m−1 [42], the maximum atomic vibration force of diamond is
3.81× 10−1 eV·Å−1. As this is about 5 orders of magnitude higher than the elec-
tromigration force calculated above we conclude that under the given electric
and temperature condition the influence of electromigration on the decompo-
sition of cementite is negligible.

Furthermore, the electromigration force on carbon could be much lower than
what we calculate due to the overestimation of current density used for the cal-
culations with equation (2). WECs initiate below the surface in a depth of
around 100 μm and here the current density will be significantly lower than
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the externally applied current density. The interior electric field, which is
induced by the large capacitance between bearing balls and bearing surface,
will affect the distribution of current density in bearings. Rather than evenly
running through the material, the electrons will immediately distribute on the
surface to compensate the interior electric field. As a consequence, at the
depth of several hundreds of micrometers, where WECs initiate, the current
density will be much lower than that on the surface.

There are further effects which make C decomposition even more difficult. The
removal of a C atom from cementite activates three counter mechanisms which act
against the further decomposition process. With each removed C atom the sur-
rounding ferrite gets more supersaturated with C which states an energetically unfa-
voured condition. Moreover, when a carbon atom leaves cementite, a carbon
vacancy is left behind. The migration barrier for carbon diffusion via a vacancy
in cementite is 1.99 eV [43], which makes vacancy movement difficult in cementite.
The vacancy remains close to the interface where it constitutes a very significant trap
for any further decomposition events. Finally, the presence of a carbon vacancy in
cementite makes the extraction of a second carbon atom in the direct vicinity even
more difficult. Thus, with each carbon atom transferred from cementite to ferrite it
gets increasingly difficult to continue the decomposition process.

In summary, even if the electrically-assisted transfer of C from cementite to
ferrite might happen from time to time, this would be a rare event. However,
to decompose larger quantities of cementite large numbers of C atoms need
to be transferred, which is exceptionally unlikely under the present conditions.
Therefore, current-induced cementite decomposition, in the absence of
additional external forces, is highly implausible unless much higher local
current densities than employed here are reached. The experimental obser-
vations are in agreement with theoretical assessments. We conclude that it is
impossible to decompose undeformed cementite using current densities of
∼700 A/cm² at 60°C. Based on this insight, we can exclude that cementite
decomposition occurs by a direct effect of electric current in the case of
100Cr6 bearings where much lower current densities are applied and which
are less prone to decomposition due to their morphology and composition.

The role of electric current in case of deformed pearlite

In the previous section, only undeformed pearlite was considered. However,
bearings are subjected to high mechanical loads and plastic deformation,
which are known to cause cementite decomposition [9,34,44–48]. In Loos’
experiments, in addition to electric current, a rolling contact load of 1900–
2400 N/mm² was applied on the 100Cr6 bearing. This caused severe plastic
deformation due to Hertzian contact stresses [49] in the zone where WECs
initiate, i.e. within the first hundred micrometers of depth below the
raceway surface. Ideally, the same experiments as described above should be
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carried out also on deformed pearlite to investigate the role of electric current
on cementite decomposition experimentally. However, for practical reasons
this was not possible. After exposure to electric current, the specimen must
be polished to remove the surface oxide layer in order to attain high quality
ECCI micrographs. This makes it impossible to investigate exactly the same
location before and after exposure to electric current. Plastic deformation
leads to pronounced local differences of grain orientations and cementite mor-
phology. The microstructure of deformed pearlite thus appears too different to
be compared even if only a few hundred nanometres are removed by polishing.
This makes it impossible to compare the microstructure before and after
applying electric current. However, also by theoretical reasoning, it can be
excluded that the current flow has a significant effect in the case of deformed
pearlite, as detailed below.

Carbon transport by electric current is entirely different when comparing the
scenarios deformed and undeformed cementite. As mentioned in the prior
section, for undeformed cementite, removal of carbon from cementite to
ferrite involves overcoming a high energy barrier, and therefore hardly takes
place under our experimental condition. In the case of heavily deformed cemen-
tite, this energy barrier is already overcome as plastic deformation alone is
already sufficient to remove carbon from cementite. Carbon will be transferred
from cementite into ferrite by the solute drag effect, where dislocations that
intersect the cementite carry carbon into ferrite [48,50]. This is because the
binding energy of carbon in cementite is lower than the one of carbon to dislo-
cations in ferrite [48,51–53]. Further, the mechanically induced fragmentation of
cementite increases the free energy difference between cementite and ferrite,
which increases the solubility of carbon in ferrite near the interface; a phenom-
enon known as the Gibbs-Thompson effect [34,35]. Clearly, even without the
influence of electric current, severe plastic deformation itself is sufficient for
cementite decomposition, and this has been shown in numerous studies on
cold-drawn pearlitic wires [34,45–47].

It remains to be clarified if small amounts of electric current can significantly
accelerate the process of cementite decomposition that naturally occurs when
pearlite is exposed to severe plastic deformation. As it is hardly possible for elec-
tric current to transfer carbon from cementite to ferrite, we assume that this
transfer is only mediated by plastic deformation. Assuming that, the only poss-
ible way how electric current could accelerate the process of cementite decompo-
sition is by accelerating carbon diffusion in ferrite. Accelerated diffusion would
speed up the redistribution of C in ferrite, thereby lowering the amount of C
supersaturation in ferrite in direct vicinity of cementite, which renders it less
difficult for the next C atom to leave cementite. We therefore consider the
influence of electric current on the carbon flux in ferrite. As described above,
electromigration provides a driving force to bias the carbon diffusion behaviour.
The carbon diffusion flux can be determined by a modified version of Fick’s
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first law:

�Jc = DcCc

kT
(∇mc + |Z∗|er�j), (4)

where �Jc is the carbon flux, Dc is the carbon diffusivity, Cc is the carbon concen-
tration, and ∇mC is the chemical potential gradient of carbon. The carbon
diffusion flux is mainly affected by the change of diffusivity Dc and the term
for the electric current |Z∗|er�j which acts as a driving force here. Similar to
the calculation above, with the resistivity of ferrite 1.5 × 10−5 Ω·cm and an
applied current density of 700 A/cm2, an electromigration force for carbon in
ferrite |Z∗|er�j = 1.05× 10−7 eV·Å-1 is obtained. Compared to the chemical
potential gradient of carbon between two nearest octahedral sites ∇mC � 0.18
eV·Å−1[39], the contribution of |Z∗|er�j in equation (4) is thus negligibly small.

Furthermore, in a deformed ferrite lattice, diffusion of carbon atoms would
already be significantly enhanced by lattice strain (or residual stresses). Accord-
ing to simulations [39] and experimental results [54], the carbon diffusion
barrier between interstitial sites is ∼0.86 eV in an undistorted ferrite lattice.
However, the diffusion energy profile is significantly altered in the stress field
of dislocations. The carbon diffusion barrier drops to ∼0.2 eV in the vicinity
of a screw dislocation [39], indicating that carbon is very mobile in the neigh-
bourhood of the screw dislocation centre. Therefore, in the case of highly
deformed ferrite containing high amounts of dislocations, carbon diffusion is
already enhanced due to the reduction of the diffusion barrier by the elastic
stress field of dislocations. Compared to this effect, the contribution of electric
current can be considered as marginal.

Clearly, the influence of electric current at these current densities is not
sufficient to significantly alter carbon diffusion behaviour. Rather, the main
transport of carbon would be caused by solute drag by dislocations, and
also this would be an effect caused by severe plastic deformation, not by
electric current.

Possible indirect role of electric current for triggering WECs in bearings

We have shown that the small amounts of electric current used to provoke the
formation of WECs under laboratory conditions without deformation cannot
decompose cementite. Plastic deformation alone, in absence of electric
current, is known to be able to decompose cementite [48,51–53] and, as
shown above, the additional application of electric current on plastically
deformed cementite has only a negligible effect on the acceleration of this
process. So, a direct effect of electric current leading to premature microstructure
decomposition can be excluded and indirect effects must be presented. The
experiments conducted by Loos et al. that lead to premature failure by WECs
involved multiple influence parameters consisting of deformation, electric
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current and lubricant. Thus, a combined effect of these parameters is plausible,
such as an interaction between electric current and lubricant. Electric current is
known to cause thermal dissociation of lubricants, resulting in the formation of
hydrogen cations [6]. Lubricants usually have very low electrical conductivity
and can be thus considered as insulators in bearings running at full-film lubrica-
tion conditions. When a direct electric current is applied at a bearing the bearing
parts act as condensers and accumulate charge. In service, such charges can arise
from friction-induced electrostatic charging of the rolling elements or from
insufficiently insulated electric parts in the surrounding. When the avalanche
voltage of the lubricant is reached, an electric discharge event takes place.
This creates a plasma in the lubricant that cracks the lubricant partly into hydro-
gen [2]. Then, positively charged hydrogen is absorbed on the cathodic steel
surface before diffusing into the material. Hydrogen is known to enrich in bear-
ings that show WECs failure during application [55]. It is also known to be
trapped in zones of high residual stresses in steels [55,56]. In bearings, hydrogen
would thus be expected to be trapped in the zone of the highest Hertzian stresses.
This is usually in about 100 μm depth below the bearing raceway surface and this
is also the zone where WECs initiate. In this zone, hydrogen would enrich at dis-
locations and interfaces [57,58] where it would simplify plastic deformation
according to the hydrogen enhanced local plasticity (HELP) effect [59] and
the formation of cracks according to the hydrogen enhanced decohesion
(HEDE) effect [60]. It can be assumed that the HELP effect also simplifies the
mechanical decomposition of cementite which is a prerequisite for WECs for-
mation and thereby triggers this failure phenomenon. However, this point
requires further clarification.

Conclusions

. In this work, a hypoeutectoid pearlitic steel with the composition of 0.74 wt.%
was observed before and after being exposed to a current density of ∼700 A/
cm² at 60°C. Based on ECCI characterisation, the comparison of microstruc-
tures shows no obvious changes related to electric current.

. Theoretical considerations confirm: At such low amounts of electric current
and temperatures cementite decomposition does not take place as the result-
ing electromigration force and local temperature increments are not high
enough to overcome the high energy barrier for carbon migration from
cementite to ferrite.

. We conclude that electric current most likely plays an indirect role in the for-
mation ofWECs, supposedly, by interacting with the lubricant and generating
hydrogen, which is known to accelerate WECs formation.
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